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a b s t r a c t 

Extracellular matrix (ECM) is a dynamic network of proteins, proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, pro- 

viding structure to the tissue and biochemical and biomechanical instructions to the resident cells. In fi- 

brosis, the composition and the organization of the ECM are altered, and these changes influence cellular 

behaviour. Biochemical (i. e. protein composition) and biomechanical changes in ECM take place simul- 

taneously in vivo . Investigating these changes individually in vitro to examine their (patho)physiological 

effects has been difficult. In this study, we generated an in vitro model to reflect the altered mechan- 

ics of a fibrotic microenvironment through applying fibre crosslinking via ruthenium/sodium persulfate 

crosslinking on native lung ECM-derived hydrogels. Crosslinking of the hydrogels without changing the 

biochemical composition of the ECM resulted in increased stiffness and decreased viscoelastic stress re- 

laxation. The altered stress relaxation behaviour was explained using a generalized Maxwell model. Fibre 

analysis of the hydrogels showed that crosslinked hydrogels had a higher percentage of matrix with a 

high density and a shorter average fibre length. Fibroblasts seeded on ruthenium-crosslinked lung ECM- 

derived hydrogels showed myofibroblastic differentiation with a loss of spindle-like morphology together 

with greater α-smooth muscle actin ( α-SMA) expression, increased nuclear area and circularity without 

any decrease in the viability, compared with the fibroblasts seeded on the native lung-derived ECM hy- 

drogels. In summary, ruthenium crosslinking of native ECM-derived hydrogels provides an exciting oppor- 

tunity to alter the biomechanical properties of the ECM-derived hydrogels while maintaining the protein 

composition of the ECM to study the influence of mechanics during fibrotic lung diseases. 

Statement of significance 

Fibrotic lung disease is characterized by changes in composition and excessive deposition of extracel- 

lular matrix (ECM). ECM fibre structure also changes due to crosslinking, which results in mechanical 

changes. Separating the changes in composition and mechanical properties has been difficult to date. In 

this study, we developed an in vitro model that allows alteration of the mechanical changes alone by 

applying fibre crosslinking in native lung ECM-derived hydrogels. Characterisations of the crosslinked hy- 

drogels indicated the model mimicked mechanical properties of fibrotic lung tissue and reflected altered 

fibre organisation. This ECM-based fibrosis model provides a method to preserve the native protein com- 

Abbreviations: ECM, Extracellular matrix. 
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. Introduction 

Extracellular matrix (ECM) is the structural component of every 

issue, formed by a complex network of proteins, glycosaminogly- 

ans and proteoglycans [1] . The highly tissue-specific nature of the 

CM is dictated by the presence of a defined grouping of matri- 

ome elements, incorporating demarcated ratios of ECM proteins 

2] . These distinctions also result in different mechanical proper- 

ies of the ECM, depending on the origin of the tissue [3] . Next

o being structural support for the cells, the ECM provides bio- 

hemical and biomechanical cues to cells in vivo [4] . As such, it 

as proven challenging to mimic and incorporate the ECM struc- 

ure and mechanics into ( in vitro) studies regarding the structure 

nd function of the ECM in health and disease. In fibrotic lung dis- 

ases, not only is the ECM composition altered but also its me- 

hanical properties, resulting in higher stiffness and decreases in 

tress relaxation [ 5 , 6 ]. All the changes that are evident within a fi-

rotic ECM have been revealed to instruct cells and influence their 

esponses to contribute to the progression of fibrosis, as reported 

nd reviewed elsewhere [ 7 –13 ]. 

To investigate the mechanical properties of (fibrotic) ECM in 

itro , the ECM is often mimicked using hydrogels. ECM-derived hy- 

rogels, which have been introduced to the field in the last decade, 

re a promising alternative to other types of hydrogels such as 

ollagen, gelatine, or hyaluronic acid [14] . ECM hydrogels, which 

re developed from native decellularized tissue, retain most of the 

ative ECM composition and, in general, resemble the mechanical 

roperties of the parent tissue [6] . The most common method to 

roduce hydrogels from ECM is to digest decellularized ECM pow- 

er with porcine pepsin at low pH with constant agitation [14] . 

ur recent study illustrated the preparation of ECM-derived hydro- 

els from human decellularized lung ECM, and established that the 

echanical properties of the diseased (fibrotic) lung ECM-derived 

ydrogels resembled the mechanics of the decellularized fibrotic 

ung ECM [6] . Fibrotic lung ECM (both in native and hydrogel form) 

howed decreased viscoelastic stress relaxation compared to con- 

rol lung ECM [6] . The stiffness of fibrotic lung tissue was ∼10 

imes higher than its hydrogel counterpart, possibly due to the ab- 

ence of chemical crosslinks and lung-resident cells in the ECM 

ydrogel. Previous studies showed that the composition of fibrotic 

ung ECM is different to that seen in control lung due to dysreg- 

lation of the ECM degradation/deposition processes resulting in 

n aberrant ECM [15] . To investigate the separate influences on 

he cells of the altered mechanical properties or ECM composition 

n the fibrotic microenvironment, advanced and innovative in vitro 

odels are needed. Recently, altering the mechanical properties of 

ethacrylate or thiol functionalized ECM-derived hydrogels using 

lick-chemistry has been shown [ 16 , 17 ]. Given that these processes 

ely on interactions with amine groups of lysine or arginine amino 

cids, which are known to be parts of cell binding domains includ- 

ng GFOGER, IKVAV or RGD, the implications of methacrylation or 

hiolation of ECM proteins on cellular functions still need to be ex- 

lored [ 16 , 18 –20 ]. Alternatively, chemical crosslinking has been ap- 

lied to ECM-derived hydrogels using harsh chemicals such as glu- 

araldehyde or genipin, but cytotoxicity limits their use when cells 

re present in the hydrogel [21] . Another option is using near visi- 

le light UV-induced ruthenium/sodium persulfate (SPS) crosslink- 
51 
hanical properties providing an important tool, not only for lung but also

2 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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ng, which has been employed on several other types of hydrogels 

gelatine or fibrin) with and without cells present in the hydro- 

els [ 22 , 23 ]. The higher wavelength (405 nm) of the crosslinking

ight, which decreases the cytotoxicity, and the lack of require- 

ent for any additional functionalization on the target material are 

he main advantages of this crosslinking method [24] . Using ruthe- 

ium/SPS crosslinking to reinforce the mechanical stability of the 

CM-derived hydrogels has recently been reported by Kim et al. 

25] ; however, the implications of altering the mechanical proper- 

ies of the hydrogels without changing the (bio)chemical composi- 

ion have yet to be explored in terms of fibrosis and for developing 

n vitro models for fibrosis research. 

In this study, we aimed to develop an in vitro model for ex- 

mining the influence of mechanical properties of the fibrotic 

icroenvironment by using native lung-derived ECM hydrogels 

LdECM), which were generated using ruthenium/SPS crosslinking. 

e hypothesized that the ruthenium crosslinking would increase 

he stiffness of lung-derived ECM hydrogels (Ru-LdECM), while the 

iscoelastic relaxation would decrease, to then trigger pro-fibrotic 

ctivation of lung fibroblasts. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Porcine lung decellularization 

Porcine lungs ( ∼6-month, female) were purchased from a lo- 

al slaughterhouse (Kroon Vlees, Groningen, the Netherlands). The 

ung was dissected, cartilaginous airways and large blood vessels 

emoved, before cutting into ∼1 cm 

3 cubes that were homoge- 

ized in a kitchen blender prior to decellularization. The lung ho- 

ogenate was decellularized as previously described [ 26 , 27 ]. In 

hort, the homogenate was repeatedly washed with Milli-Q® wa- 

er and centrifuged at 30 0 0 x g until the supernatant was com- 

letely clear. The sedimented material went through two rounds 

f sequential treatment with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, 

t. Louis, MO, USA), 2% sodium deoxycholate (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 

 NaCl solution and 30 μg/mL DNase (Sigma-Aldrich) in MgSO 4 

Sigma-Aldrich) 1.3 mM and CaCl 2 (Sigma-Aldrich) 2 mM, 10 mM 

ris pH8 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution each for 24 h at 4 °C with con- 

tant shaking, except for the DNase treatments, which were at 

7 °C with shaking. The volume ratio of tissue homogenate to de- 

ellularization/washing solution was always 1:10. Between treat- 

ents, the homogenate was washed three times with Milli-Q® wa- 

er, with centrifugation at 30 0 0 x g between washes. After two 

ycles of decellularization, the tissue homogenate was sterilised 

y adding 0.18% peracetic acid and 4.8% ethanol, and left shak- 

ng at 4 °C for 24 h. After tissue sterilization the resultant de- 

ellularized ECM was washed three times with sterile Dulbecco’s 

hosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) and stored in sterile DPBS con- 

aining 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 

SA) at 4 °C ( Fig. 1 A). 

.2. Hydrogel preparation 

The decellularized lung ECM was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen 

nd lyophilized with a FreeZone Plus lyophilizer (Labconco, Kansas 

ity, USA), before being ground into a powder with an A11 Analyt- 

cal mill (IKA, Staufen, Germany). For solubilization, 20 mg/mL of 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the methodology. (A) Porcine lung ECM hydrogel preparation. Porcine lungs were blended, decellularized and freeze-dried before grinding 

to a fine powder. Afterwards, the ECM powder was pepsin digested to prepare the pre-gel solution which can form hydrogels after incubating at 37 °C. (B) Fibre crosslinking 

of porcine lung ECM hydrogels. Lung derived-ECM (LdECM) hydrogels were used as is or mixed with ruthenium and sodium persulfate solutions before casting to 48-well 

plates. Afterwards, the pre-gel solutions were incubated at 37 °C and UV-crosslinked. (C) Mechanical characterization of the uncrosslinked and ruthenium crosslinked ECM 

hydrogels. Low Load Compression Tester (LLCT) was used to determine the stiffness and stress relaxation of LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. The stress relaxation was 

modelled with a Maxwell elements system, and a chi 2 analysis was used to determine the number of Maxwell elements to fit the measured relaxation. Figure created with 

BioRender. 
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CM powder was digested with 2 mg/mL porcine pepsin (Sigma- 

ldrich) in 0.01 M HCl under constant agitation at RT for 48 h 

28] . Digestion was stopped by neutralising the pH with 0.1 M 

aOH and the solution was brought to 1X PBS with one-tenth vol- 

me 10X PBS to generate the lung ECM pre-gel solution which was 

tored at 4 °C indefinitely. 

A ruthenium Visible Light Photo initiator (400–450 nm) kit 

Advanced BioMatrix, San Diego, California, US) containing pen- 
52 
amethyl cyclopentadienyl bis(triphenylphosphine) ruthenium(II) 

hloride (CAS Number: 92361-49-4, hereafter referred as ruthe- 

ium) and sodium persulfate (CAS: 7775-27-1) was used to 

rosslink the LdECM hydrogels ( Fig. 1 B). 20 μL of each ruthe- 

ium (37.4 mg/mL) and sodium persulfate (119 mg/mL) solutions 

ere added per 1 mL of ECM hydrogel. The control gel received 

he same volume of sterile ddH 2 O water. In the dark, both the 

uthenium-containing gel and the control gel without ruthenium 
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ere pipetted (200 μL) into a 48-well plate and incubated at 37 °C 

or 1 h. After the hydrogels had settled, crosslinking of the ECM 

y photoinitiated ruthenium was triggered by exposing the sam- 

les to UV/Visible light from 4.5 cm distance using 2 × 9 W UV 

amps (405 nm) (20 mW/cm 

2 light intensity) for 5 min to gener- 

te Ru-LdECM hydrogel ( Fig. 1 B). Finally, the gels were immersed 

n 400 μL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) Low Glu- 

ose growth media (Lonza) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine 

erum (FBS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin and 1% GlutaMAX (Gibco) 

hereafter referred as complete growth medium), and were washed 

X with media before cell seeding in order to remove excess (both 

eacted and unreacted) ruthenium and sodium persulfate. 

.3. Characterization of the mechanical properties 

Both LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels were made as described 

n hydrogel preparation. The gels were subjected to uniaxial com- 

ression with a 2.5 mm diameter plunger at three different loca- 

ions, at least 2 mm away from the gel border and ensuring 2 mm 

r more between each compression site ( Fig. 1 C). The stress re- 

axation test was performed with a low-load compression tester 

LLCT) at RT as described previously [ 6 , 26 , 29 ]. The LabVIEW 7.1

rogram was used for the LLCT load cell and linear positioning for 

ontrol and data acquisition. The resolution in position, load, and 

ime determination was 0.001 mm, 2 mg, and 25 ms, respectively, 

nd the compression speed was controlled in feedback mode. Sam- 

les were compressed to 20% of their original thickness (strain 

= 0.2) at a deformation speed of 20%/s (strain rate ε˙ = 0.2 s −1 ). 

he deformation was held constant for 100 s and the stress con- 

inuously monitored. During compression, the required stress was 

lotted against the strain. In this plot, a linear increase in stress 

s a function of strain was observed between a strain of 0.04 and 

.1; the slope of the line fit to this region was taken as Young’s 

odulus. Young’s modulus essentially describes the stiffness of a 

aterial [30] . Since the Young’s modulus of the viscoelastic gel de- 

ends on the strain rate, values reported here are valid only at a 

train rate of 0.2 s −1 . 

After compression, the required stress to maintain a constant 

train of 0.2 s −1 , continuously decreases with time, which is a 

lear indication of the viscoelastic nature of the hydrogels and 

alled stress relaxation. The shape of the stress relaxation curve 

as mathematically modelled with a generalized Maxwell model 

2) ( Fig. 1 C). The continuously changing stress [ σ (t) ] was converted 

nto continuously changing stiffness [ E(t) ] by dividing with the 

onstant strain of 0.2 s −1 . Obtained E(t) values were fitted to Eq. 

1 ) to obtain the relaxation time constants ( τ i ), and Eq. (2 ) pro- 

ided relative importance ( R i ) for each Maxwell element. 

 ( t ) = E 1 e 
−t/ τ1 + E 2 e 

−t/ τ2 + E 3 e 
−t/ τ3 + . . . E n e 

−t/ τn (1) 

 i = 100 . 
E i ∑ n 
i =1 E i 

(2) 

here i varies from 1 to 4 or from 1 to 3 when necessary. The op-

imal number of Maxwell elements was determined with the chi- 

quare function expressed by Eq. (3 ) (typically 3 or 4) and visu- 

lly matching the modelled stress relaxation curve to the measured 

urve ( Fig. 1 C). 

 

2 = 

100 ∑ 

j=0 

( 

E j − E 
(
t j 
)

σ j 

) 

(3) 

here j varies from 0 to 100 s, E j is the experimentally measured 

alue at time j, E(t j ) is the fit value at time j calculated with Eq.

1 ), and σ j is the standard error that the LLCT makes because of 

nherent errors in position, time, and load measurements. 
53
.4. Histological characterisation of ECM hydrogel fibre structure 

LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels were prepared and washed as 

escribed above and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma- 

ldrich) in PBS at RT for 20 min. The gels were then embedded in 

% Ultrapure agarose (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) before using 

 graded alcohol series to dehydrate followed by paraffin embed- 

ing. Sections (4 μm) were deparaffinised, and stained with 0.1% 

icrosirius Red (PSR; Sigma-Aldrich) in 1.3% aqueous solution of 

icric acid to visualize collagens and their network. Slides were 

ounted with Neo-Mount® Mounting Medium (Merck, Darmstadt, 

ermany). 

.5. Cell culture 

MRC-5 foetal lung fibroblasts ( n = 5) were cultured in com- 

lete growth medium. The MRC-5s were washed with Hank’s Bal- 

nced Salt Solution (HBSS; Gibco), harvested using 0.25% Trypsin- 

DTA (Gibco) and centrifuged at 500 x g for 5 min. Cells were 

esuspended in 1 mL complete growth media and counted with 

 NucleoCounter NC-200 TM (Chemometec, Allerod, Denmark). Fi- 

roblasts were seeded on top of pre-prepared and washed LdECM 

nd Ru-LdECM hydrogels in complete growth media with the seed- 

ng density 10.0 0 0 cells/gel. The cells were cultured on the gels 

or 1 or 7 days. Gels used for live/dead staining were stained with 

he live/dead stain and were subsequently harvested. Gels intended 

or immunofluorescent imaging were fixed in 2% PFA in PBS for 

0 min. After fixation, hydrogels were washed three times with 

BS and stored in PBS containing 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 4 °C 

ntil analyses. 

.6. Live/dead staining 

Cell viability of the MRC-5 cells cultured on LdECM and Ru- 

dECM hydrogels was assessed after 1 and 7 days using Calcein 

M (Thermo Scientific, Breda, the Netherlands) to stain live cells 

nd propidium iodide (PI; Sigma-Aldrich) for staining dead cells, 

s previously described [31] . The hydrogels were first washed with 

BSS and then incubated with serum free media containing 5 μM 

alcein AM and 2 μM PI, for 1 hour at 37 °C. After incubation, flu-

rescent images were captured using a EVOS Cell Imaging System 

Thermo Scientific) with GFP (509 nm) and Texas Red (615 nm) 

hannels. 

.7. Immunofluorescence staining 

The hydrogels were treated with avidin/biotin blocking kit 

ThermoFisher) before being incubated with 0.5 μg/mL biotiny- 

ated wheat germ agglutinin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, 

SA) for 20 min at 37 °C. Then the hydrogels were washed and 

ermeabilized by incubating with 0.5% v/v Triton X-100 in HBSS 

or 10 min at RT and subsequently blocked in 2.5% v/v BSA + 0.1% 

riton-X 100 in HBSS for 30 min at RT. Endogenous peroxidase ac- 

ivity was blocked by 30 min incubation in a 0.3% hydrogen perox- 

de solution. Afterwards, the hydrogels were incubated overnight 

ith a mouse anti-human α-smooth muscle actin antibody (DAKO, 

lostrup, Denmark) at 4 °C. A rabbit-anti-mouse antibody conju- 

ated with peroxidase (DAKO) and streptavidin conjugated with 

lexa Fluor 555 (ThermoFisher) were used as a second step for 

5 min at room temperature staining for α-SMA was then devel- 

ped by Opal650 tyramide (Akoya Biosciences, Marlborough MA, 

SA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After stain- 

ng with 0.1 μg/mL DAPI solution (Merck), the hydrogels were 

ounted with Citifluor Mounting Medium (Science Services, Mu- 

ich, Germany) and fluorescence microscopy was performed to ac- 

uire images. 
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.8. Imaging and image analysis 

Fluorescent images of PSR-stained LdECM and Ru-LdECM hy- 

rogel sections were generated with Leica SP8 X white light laser 

onfocal microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany), λex 561 nm / λem 

66/670 nm at 40x magnification. TWOMBLI plugin for FIJI Im- 

geJ was used to assess the number of fibres, end points, branch- 

ng points, total fibre length and alignment, lacunarity, high den- 

ity matrix (HDM) and curvature of the fibres as previously de- 

cribed ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) [ 26 , 32 ]. Fluorescent images of cell-

eeded hydrogels stained for α-SMA, wheat germ agglutinin and 

API were generated with Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica, 

etzlar, Germany), using λex 627 nm / λem 

650 nm for α-SMA, 

ex 555 nm / λem 

580 nm for wheat germ agglutinin and λex 359 nm 

 λem 

457 nm for DAPI at 40X and 63X magnifications. Five separate 

mages per sample ( n = 5) were used to calculate the stiffness- 

nduced changes in the expression of α-SMA, nuclei area and ec- 

entricity (which is also described as inverse circularity) (Supple- 

entary Fig. 2). Expression of α-SMA per nuclei was calculated 

sing built-in functions for measuring area in ImageJ. CellProfiler 

.2.1 software was used to analyse the nuclei characteristics on 

he DAPI-stained images as previously described [33] . Circularity 

f the samples were calculated from the eccentricity values using 

he Eq. (4) . 

ircularity ( n ) = 1 − Eccent ricit y ( n ) (4) 

.9. Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 

9.1.0 (GraphPad Company, San Diego, USA). Data are presented 

s mean values with standard deviation (SD). All data were tested 

or outliers using the robust regression and outlier removal (ROUT) 

est and analysed for normality using Shapiro-Wilk and Q-Q plots 

 Supplementary Fig. 3 ). For the data that were normally distributed, 

ifferences between control porcine lung ECM hydrogel and ruthe- 

ium crosslinked ECM hydrogels generated from the same batch 

f LdECM and used in the same experiment were tested by paired 

-test to compare the effect of crosslinking between different ex- 

eriments. For the data that were not normally distributed, Mann- 

hitney test was used to compare the effect of crosslinking be- 

ween different experiments. All data were considered significantly 

ifferent when p < 0.05. 

. Results 

.1. Ruthenium crosslinking increases hydrogel stiffness 

Both LdECM and Ru-LdECM solutions were able to form hydro- 

els after incubating at 37 °C. UV/Visible light crosslinking did not 

esult in a macroscopic change in the LdECM hydrogels. Ru-LdECM 

ydrogels (and the solution before the crosslinking) had a bright 

range colour due to the ruthenium addition. 

Stiffness measurements on LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels 

ere performed using a low-load compression tester (LLCT). 

uthenium crosslinking increased the stiffness of the Ru-LdECM 5- 

0-fold ( p = 0.0026, paired t-test) ( Fig. 2 ). 

.2. Decreased stress relaxation rate in ruthenium-crosslinked ECM 

ydrogels 

The stress relaxation behaviour of both the LdECM and RU- 

dECM hydrogels were measured after applying 20% strain using 

LCT measurement. The average stress relaxation profiles of both 
54 
roups over 100 s are visualized in Fig. 3 A. Ru-LdECM hydro- 

els did not reach 100% stress relaxation during the 100 s mon- 

tored, while some LdECM hydrogels achieved 100% stress relax- 

tion. In addition to the decreased total stress relaxation percent- 

ge (in 100s) in the Ru-LdECM hydrogels, the relaxation profile 

as different. The rate of stress relaxation slowed down earlier 

n the crosslinked hydrogels. To assess the dynamic differences in 

he initial stress relaxation behaviour patterns in both groups the 

ime to reach 50% total stress relaxation was compared. LdECM hy- 

rogels reached 50% stress relaxation in significantly shorter time 

ompared to the Ru-LdECM hydrogels. ( p = 0.0054, paired t-test) 

 Fig. 3 B). 

.3. Altered relaxation profile in ruthenium-crosslinked ECM 

ydrogels 

Since the ECM hydrogels are a viscoelastic material with vari- 

us elastic (e.g., ECM proteins) and viscous components (e.g., wa- 

er, bound water), we mathematically modelled this using a gen- 

ralized Maxwell model. This approach allowed the total relax- 

tion data to be split into Maxwell elements that can theoreti- 

ally be attributed to physical components in the hydrogels. Each 

f these Maxwell elements are responsible for a part of the total 

elaxation (relative importance), as well as occurring within a spe- 

ific time window during the relaxation process. The distribution 

f the time constants of these different elements and their respec- 

ive relative importance are presented in Fig. 4 . The stress relax- 

tion of the LdECM hydrogels could be modelled with 3 Maxwell 

lements while Ru-LdECM hydrogels needed 4 Maxwell elements. 

ext to the difference in the number of Maxwell elements required 

o explain the relaxation profiles, the time constants of the el- 

ments differed between the two groups: the first element was 

ignificantly faster in the LdECM hydrogels ( p = 0.002, paired t- 

est) while the third element took longer in the LdECM hydrogels 

 p = 0.002, paired t-test) compared to the Ru-LdECM ( Fig. 4 A). 

The relative importance of the Maxwell elements was used to 

ssess the individual contribution of each element to the total 

tress relaxation over the 100 s ( Fig. 4 B). In both types of hy-

rogels, the first element made the greatest contribution to the 

tress relaxation profile, although the percentage contribution was 

ignificantly lower in the Ru-LdECM hydrogels compared with the 

dECM hydrogels ( p = 0.002, paired t-test). The contribution of the 

econd Maxwell element was the second largest in both groups 

hile the relaxation profile of the Ru-LdECM hydrogels had a sig- 

ificant increase in the contribution of this element compared to 

ncrosslinked hydrogels ( p = 0.0 0 02, paired t-test). The third el- 

ment had the lowest percentage contribution in LdECM hydro- 

els, with this contribution being lower than this element in its 

uthenium-crosslinked counterpart ( p = 0.002, paired t-test). 

.4. Increased density and decreased alignment of fibres in lung ECM 

ydrogels after ruthenium crosslinking 

Ru-LdECM hydrogels had a denser fibre network compared to 

dECM hydrogels ( Fig. 5 A). The average fibre length was shorter 

n Ru-LdECM than LdECM hydrogels ( p = 0.0026, paired t -test). 

hile the normalized numbers of endpoints and branchpoints did 

ot differ between LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels, the percent- 

ge of area with high density matrix (HDM) was greater in Ru- 

dECM hydrogels compared with LdECM hydrogels ( p = 0.0146, 

aired t-test). Alignment of the fibres in Ru-LdECM hydrogels was 

ower than LdECM hydrogels ( p = 0.0048, paired t-test) ( Fig. 5 B–

). 

The differences in the curvature of the fibres with different 

ength were compared in LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. Curva- 

ure of the fibres with shorter length ( < 40 μm) were higher in 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of stiffness of control and ruthenium-crosslinked hydrogels. LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels were mechanically tested using Low Load Compression 

Tester (LLCT) with a fixed 20% strain ratio. (A) Representative stress-strain curve for LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. (B) Comparison of stiffness of LdECM and Ru-LdECM 

hydrogels. Each dot represents the mean of three independent measurements on the same hydrogel for each sample ( n = 5). Applied test: Paired t-test to compare the LdECM 

and Ru-LdECM hydrogels that were generated in the same experimental batch (as indicated by the connecting lines in the graph). LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru- 

LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. 

Table 1 

TWOMBLI analysis for the curvature of fibres with different lengths. All results 

show mean ± standard deviation of n = 5. Each analysis was performed us- 

ing averages of 5 different randomized regions on the fluorescent images of 

Picrosirius red staining for each sample. LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, 

Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. Applied sta- 

tistical test: paired-t test to compare the LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels that 

were generated in the same experimental batch. P < 0.05 was considered sta- 

tistically significant. 

Fibre Length Average Curvature ( �°) P values

LdECM Ru-LdECM 

10 μm fibres 42.40 ± 0.92 44.98 ± 0.89 0.019 

20 μm fibres 53.47 ± 0.98 56.02 ± 0.92 0.022 

30 μm fibres 59.12 ± 0.71 60.84 ± 0.86 0.027 

40 μm fibres 62.55 ± 0.51 63.29 ± 1.02 0.12 

50 μm fibres 64.32 ± 0.79 64.60 ± 0.84 0.58 
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he crosslinked hydrogels, suggesting that shorter fibres were more 

ent in Ru-LdECM hydrogels while curvature of the longer fibres 

as not different between these two groups ( Table 1 ). 

.5. Ruthenium crosslinking does not affect fibroblast viability but 

nduces altered morphology 

After 1 day of culture, no dead cells were observed and the fi- 

roblasts were viable on both types of hydrogels ( Fig. 6 ). The via-

ility of the fibroblasts did not change over a 7-day culture period 

 Supplementary Fig. 4 ). On both gels the fibroblasts appeared to be 

ying flat on the surface of the hydrogels; however, the fibroblasts 

n LdECM hydrogels displayed a more spindle-shaped morphology, 

hile fibroblasts on Ru-LdECM gels were more hypertrophic and 

isplayed more protrusions, suggesting a more migratory pheno- 

ype for fibroblasts on Ru-LdECM hydrogels. At day 7, a fully con- 

uent monolayer was present on both control and crosslinked hy- 

rogels with no differences in viability. 

.6. Ruthenium crosslinking of ECM hydrogel promotes differentiation 

f fibroblasts to myofibroblasts 

Fibroblasts seeded on Ru-LdECM hydrogels had higher expres- 

ion of α-SMA when compared to LdECM hydrogel-seeded fibrob- 

asts ( Fig. 7 ). In addition to the stronger expression of α-SMA, 
55 
he organization of the cytoskeleton was altered in the fibroblasts 

eeded on the Ru-LdECM hydrogels ( Fig. 7 B, lower row). When 

hese images were quantified using ImageJ, fibroblasts seeded on 

u-LdECM hydrogels had significantly higher α-SMA expression 

er nuclei ( p < 0.0 0 01) compared with the fibroblasts seeded on 

dECM hydrogels ( Fig. 8 A). These myofibroblast-like characteristics 

ere also accompanied by a change in the nuclear morphology. 

At day 7, the nuclei in the fibroblasts on Ru-LdECM hydro- 

els had an altered morphology as illustrated by the higher area 

 p < 0.0 0 01, Mann-Whitney test) with an increased circularity 

 p < 0.0 0 01, Mann-Whitney test) compared with the fibroblasts 

eeded on LdECM hydrogels ( Fig. 8 , B and C). 

. Discussion 

In this study we describe a model that enables modulation 

f the mechanical properties of an ECM without changing the 

omposition. Using this model, we illustrated that by modulating 

he crosslinks between ECM fibres, the stiffness and stress relax- 

tion properties of the ECM-derived hydrogels were altered. The 

rosslinking influenced the ECM fibre characteristics with a higher 

ercentage of high density matrix and lower percentage of align- 

ent being evident within the hydrogels treated with ruthenium. 

ibroblasts grown on the surface of the crosslinked hydrogels dis- 

layed more myofibroblast-like characteristics. The features of this 

odel illustrate that it would provide an innovative research tool 

or investigating the importance of biomechanical changes in fi- 

rotic diseases. 

The increase in stiffness caused by ruthenium crosslinking in 

he LdECM hydrogels is similar to the increase in stiffness seen in 

brotic lung diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) 

15] . Booth et al. measured the stiffness of whole non-IPF and IPF 

uman lungs before and after decellularization and found that the 

brotic regions of the IPF lung often reached a stiffness of 100 kPa 

r more, a vast increase compared to that of normal lung which 

as an average stiffness of 1.96 kPa [15] . The increased stiffness of 

PF human lung was still present in hydrogels when compared to 

ydrogels generated from control human lungs, albeit proportion- 

lly reduced when compared to the intact lung tissue [6] . Recreat- 

ng the (patho)physiological stiffness is essential to study the cor- 

esponding behaviour of cells during fibrotic diseases [34] . Ruthe- 

ium crosslinking on ECM-derived hydrogels provides an ideal op- 
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Fig. 3. Stress relaxation in control and ruthenium-crosslinked ECM-derived hydrogels. After compressing the LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels using Low Load Compression 

Tester (LLCT) with a fixed 20% strain ratio, the stress relaxation behaviour was recorded over 100s period. (A) Average stress relaxation behaviour over 100 s duration. (B) 

Time taken to reach 50% stress relaxation. Each dot represents the mean of three independent measurements on the same hydrogel for each sample ( n = 5). Applied test: 

Paired t-test to compare the LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels that were generated in the same experimental batch (as indicated by the connecting lines in the graph). 

LdECM: Lung-derived Extracellular Matrix Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived Extracellular Matrix Hydrogels. 
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ortunity to recreate the (patho)physiological stiffness. This is due 

o the fact that it does not require additional modifications on the 

CM itself, enabling the modification of the mechanical proper- 

ies while keeping the biochemical composition of the ECM con- 

tant. Thus these hydrogels mimic only the altered mechanical 

roperties observed in fibrotic diseases. Ruthenium crosslinking re- 

ies on the crosslinking of the tyrosine amino acids and the po- 

ential for employing this strategy on the ECM-derived hydrogels 

as recently been demonstrated by Kim et al. [25] . The ruthe- 

ium crosslinking of the ECM in our model allows us to recreate 

he (patho)physiological mechanical environment in a fibrotic lung. 

his method can most likely be adapted to generate tissue specific 

brotic environments that are representative of many organ mi- 

roenvironments. 

Different rheology measuring techniques will yield slightly dif- 

erent results and have specific benefits. A study by Polio et al. 

sed cavitation rheology, micro-indentation, tensile testing and 
56 
mall amplitude oscillatory shear rheometry on porcine lung and 

ound that each technique resulted in a different Young’s modulus 

35] . A previous study shows the difference in viscoelastic proper- 

ies of human lung ECM hydrogels and intact (patho)physiological 

ounterparts where the hydrogels had a lower stiffness and higher 

otal relaxation [6] . The first Maxwell element was the main 

ontributor to the stress relaxation in hydrogels whereas with 

ung tissue this was more equally divided amongst the elements. 

CM hydrogels are reconstituted solutions of decellularized and 

nzyme-digested ECM proteins and therefore they lack the chem- 

cal crosslinks and the cellular components present in intact and 

ative ECM. This is most likely why the stress relaxation and 

oung’s modulus of the hydrogels differs from intact tissue. Intro- 

ucing the crosslinks back into the hydrogel as well as tissue spe- 

ific cells who will remodel their local environment over time can 

ossibly be the factor to bridge the gap that still exists between 

ydrogel models and native tissue. 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of the stress relaxation behaviour through the generalized Maxwell model system. The relaxation profiles of the both types of hydrogels over 100 s period 

was mathematically modelled using a Maxwell model system and the relative importance values of the Maxwell Elements were determined. (A) Time constants for each 

Maxwell element for LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. (B) Relative importance (%) of the each Maxwell element for LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. Each dot represents the 

mean of three independent measurements on the same hydrogel ( n = 5). Applied test: Paired t-test to compare the LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels that were generated 

in the same experimental batch (as indicated by the connecting lines in the graph). LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived 

ECM Hydrogels. 

57 
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Fig. 5. Picrosirius red staining on LdECM and Ru-LdECM and fibre characteristics analysis on the collagen network. LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels were stained using 

Picrosirius red staining and generated fluorescent images were analysed using TWOMBLI plugin in FIJI ImageJ. (A) Representative images of Picrosirius red staining on LdECM 

and Ru-LdECM hydrogels, scale bars: 100 μm. (B) Average Fibre Length, (C) Endpoints per 10 0 0 μm total length, (D) Branchpoints per 10 0 0 μm total length, (E) HGU, (F) % of 

High Density Matrix (HDM), (G) % fibre Alignment. Each dot represents the mean of measurements of 5 different randomized regions on the fluorescent images of Picrosirius 

red staining for each sample ( n = 5). Applied statistical test: paired t-test to compare the LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels that were generated in the same experimental 

batch (as indicated by the connecting lines in the graph). LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. 
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Stress relaxation has been found to be an important mecha- 

ism that can regulate cellular fate and behaviour [36] . Ruthenium 

rosslinked LdECM hydrogels had a lower and more complex stress 

elaxation than uncrosslinked LdECM hydrogels, similar to that of 

PF human lung compared to normal human lung [6] . To date, at- 

ributing individual Maxwell elements to specific components of a 

ydrogel such as water, small molecules, cells, or type of crosslinks 

ormed in the ECM remains difficult in absence of a dedicated sys- 
58 
ematic study [37] . However, the fourth Maxwell element (with a 

elaxation time constant of ∼100 s) for Ru-LdECM hydrogels re- 

uired to describe their relaxation profile can be attributed to the 

econdary ECM network formed through the ruthenium crosslink- 

ng since this is the only difference between the two tested hydro- 

els. A similar difference in stress relaxation was found between 

ontrol and fibrotic human lung ECM-derived hydrogels, showing 

hree Maxwell elements in control hydrogels and 4 Maxwell el- 
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Fig. 6. Live/dead staining on MRC-5 fibroblasts seeded on LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels on day 1 using Calcein AM (green) and propidium iodide (red). (A) MRC-5 

fibroblasts cultured on the LdECM hydrogels, (B) MRC-5 fibroblasts cultured on Ru-LdECM hydrogels. Scale bar: 10 0 0 μm. Results are representative for all experiments 

( n = 5). LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. 
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ments in fibrotic hydrogels [6] . While the differences in species 

ight complicate comparisons between porcine and human lung- 

erived hydrogels with respect to mechanical properties, the pres- 

nce of a fourth Maxwell element in a Ru-LdECM hydrogels sug- 

ests that these hydrogels were able to resemble the stress relax- 

tion behaviour of fibrotic lung ECM-derived hydrogels. 

Ruthenium crosslinking of ECM hydrogels led to a more dense 

CM network reflective of tissue changes in fibrotic diseases. 

rosslinking the ECM fibres together in LdECM hydrogels resulted 

n lower fibre lengths and more dense matrix packed areas. In fi- 

rotic lung diseases like IPF, topography and organization of the 

CM are altered, as recently summarized elsewhere [38] . Through 

ost-translational modifications and crosslinking of the collagen 

etwork by the lysyl oxidase (LO) family of enzymes, lung ECM in 

PF has been reported to be more mature and organized, compared 

o non-IPF lung ECM [ 39 , 40 ]. The denser matrix with a high degree

f crosslinking is a key feature of fibrotic lung disease and protects 

he ECM from proteolysis [41] . The overall organization of the ECM 

n IPF is decreased when compared to normal lungs, a character- 

stic which was also present in the Ru-LdECM hydrogels as seen 

n the lower alignment [42] . Similar values in normalized num- 

ers of endpoints and branchpoints suggest that fibre integrity was 

ot affected during the crosslinking and existing branches were 

rosslinked. The shorter fibres in crosslinked hydrogels might be 

xplained with the increased curvature in these samples: the ef- 

ect of crosslinking on curvature of fibres with respect to the fibre 

ength was prominent in shorter fibres ( < 40 μm) while longer fi- 

res did not have differences among the two groups. These obser- 

ations indicate that the ruthenium-crosslinking mainly influences 

he shorter fibres and decreases the average fibre length. Together 

ith the mechanical characterization data, these results show that 

he mechanical properties were altered through the changes in the 

lignment and density of the matrix (HDM) in the crosslinked hy- 

rogels. 
59 
One of the most important components of the fibrotic microen- 

ironment is the (myo)fibroblasts and their responses to the al- 

ered ECM. In our model, the cells remained viable and the fibrob- 

asts seeded on crosslinked hydrogels lost their spindle-like mor- 

hology that we observed on the native LdECM hydrogels. This 

bservation is in parallel with previously reported studies show- 

ng the effect of stiffness on human lung fibroblasts [43] . As a re-

ponse to the altered mechanical properties in Ru-LdECM hydro- 

els, the fibroblasts have displayed more myofibroblast-like char- 

cteristics.. Increased α-SMA expression and altered organization 

ave been previously reported in lung fibroblasts as a response to 

ncreasing stiffness of their environment [ 43 , 44 ]. Parallel to these 

revious studies, IPF fibroblasts have been reported to have higher 

evels of α-SMA expression both at gene [45] and protein [46] lev- 

ls, compared with non-disease control lung-derived fibroblasts. 

n addition, another study reported that myofibroblast differenti- 

tion was not triggered by an isolated increase in the fibre den- 

ity of synthetic 3D culture while keeping the stiffness of the en- 

ironment constant [47] . This observation is also in concert with 

ur results as both stiffness and the fibre organization are altered 

n Ru-LdECM hydrogels. The accompanying changes in the nuclear 

orphology was also in agreement with the influence of increased 

tiffness [48] . As reviewed by Wang et al., nuclear mechanotrans- 

uction as a response to a stiffer microenvironment (such as in 

brosis) has yet to be completely understood; however, such a 

hange can result in altered gene regulation or nuclear transporta- 

ion of cytoplasmic factors [49] . Another implication of the altered 

uclear morphology due to increased stiffness was shown to influ- 

nce the differentiation of mesenchymal stromal cells [50] . These 

emonstrated changes on the seeded fibroblasts in our study sug- 

est that the biomechanical properties of the fibrotic microenvi- 

onment were replicated in our model. 

Our study utilizes a crosslinking strategy on native ECM- 

ydrogels using a ruthenium complex and sodium persulfate, as 
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Fig. 7. Fluorescence images for the comparison of cell nuclei (DAPI), cell membrane (WGA) and cytoskeleton ( α-SMA) on MRC-5 fibroblasts seeded on LdECM and Ru-LdECM 

hydrogels at day 7. (A) Top row: Stained LdECM hydrogels imaged at original objective magnification 40 ×, bottom row: digitally magnified versions of the respective images 

(B) Stained Ru-LdECM hydrogels imaged at original objective magnification 40 ×, bottom row: digitally magnified versions of the respective Scale bars: 100 μm. LdECM: 

Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. WGA: Wheat germ agglutinin, α-SMA: alpha smooth muscle actin. 
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escribed recently by Kim et al. [25] . While this innovative ap- 

roach has its advantages, our study has also some limitations. 

irst of all, assessing the amounts of excess (unreacted) ruthenium 

nd sodium persulfate remaining in the hydrogels was not possi- 

le with our current methodology; however, our future research 

s looking into further optimizing the amount of ruthenium and 

odium persulfate in the reaction. In this study, we have seeded 

he fibroblasts on top of the hydrogels (2D) instead of seeding 

hem within the hydrogel network. Although a 3D environment 

ould represent the physiological situation in the body, a 2D cul- 

ure system was preferred in this study to ensure proper visual- 

zation of the cell viability and morphology. Our study reports a 

odel for examining the influence of biomechanical changes of the 
60 
brotic microenvironment without investigating any gene and pro- 

ein output from the fibroblasts . Although the influence of a fi- 

rotic biomechanical microenvironment on fibroblasts have been 

hown to promote a pro-fibrotic phenotype both in gene and pro- 

ein levels (as reviewed in [ 5 , 51 ]), such investigations are beyond 

he scope of this study. Lastly, the power of Maxwell modelling of 

he stress relaxation profiles of the native and crosslinked ECM hy- 

rogels has not been completely realized and seems to remain as 

 mathematical exercise. The reason is that unlike other research 

reas e.g. microbial biofilms where relaxation constants has been 

inked to the composition [52] , for hydrogels this systematic study 

s not yet available. With that, such modelling still proves useful in 

erms of analysing the altered stress relaxation behaviour. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the fibroblasts seeded on LdECM and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. α-SMA and DAPI-stained fluorescent images of the fibroblasts were analysed using the 

ImageJ and CellProfiler software to compare the α-SMA expression per nuclei, the nuclear area and circularity. (A) Quantification of the α-SMA expression per cell nuclei 

imaged in the fluorescent images. (B) Comparison of nuclear area of fibroblasts seeded on LdECM and Ru-LdECM. (C) Nuclear circularity of the fibroblasts seeded on LdECM 

and Ru-LdECM hydrogels. For panel A, each data point represents the quantification of the images generated from different randomized regions ( n = 5 per hydrogel) from 

different hydrogels ( n = 5 total). Applied statistical test: Mann-Whitney test. For panels B and C, each data point represents measurement on an individual nucleus for the 

respective characteristic, in total from 5 different randomized regions on the fluorescent images of DAPI staining for each sample ( n = 5). Applied statistical test: Mann- 

Whitney test. α-SMA: alpha-smooth muscle actin, LdECM: Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels, Ru-LdECM: Ruthenium-crosslinked Lung-derived ECM Hydrogels. 
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. Conclusion 

This study demonstrates the mechanical characterization of an 

n vitro ECM-based fibrosis model for advancement of investiga- 

ions on effects of a fibrotic microenvironment on the cells. The 

ext step for this model is to investigate how changes in the 

tiffness or viscoelastic relaxation can instruct the cells for fur- 

her profibrotic responses, especially in a 3-dimensional setting. 

n addition, fibre characteristics analysis revealed that the changes 

n the fibre organization (alignment, density, curvature) accom- 

any the altered pattern in the viscoelastic stress relaxation be- 

aviour. More research on the influence of these altered fibre char- 

cteristics on the profibrotic activation of different cells (fibrob- 

asts, macrophages…) have yet to be explored. Overall, this study 

hows the preparation and the characterization of an in vitro fibro- 

is model. Such advanced in vitro models for fibrosis research will 

mprove our understanding on de-coupling the mechanical changes 

rom the biochemical changes taking place in fibrosis. 
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